Abstract As GARCH models and stable Paretian distributions have been revisited in the recent past with the papers of Hansen and Lunde (2005) and Bidarkota and McCulloch (2004) , respectively, in this paper we discuss alternative conditional distributional models for the daily returns of the US, German and Portuguese main stock market indexes, considering ARMA-GARCH models driven by Normal, Student's t and stable Paretian distributed innovations. We find that a GARCH model with stable Paretian innovations fits returns clearly better than the more popular Normal distribution and slightly better than the Student's t distribution. However, the Student's t outperforms the Normal and stable Paretian distributions when the out-of-sample density forecasts are considered.
Introduction
Since the birth of the modern empirical finance two main approaches have been considered to model the empirical distribution of financial assets returns. The first one, that we name the unconditional approach, admits that stock prices follow a random walk and several models have been proposed to describe the unconditional distribution of financial returns.
However, as the empirical findings suggest the presence of volatility clusters, one might represent this kind of returns behavior using a model where the conditional variance is serially correlated and since the seminal paper of Engle (1982) was published, the second one, that we name the conditional approach, became common in empirical finance.
The unconditional approach is based on the assumption that location and scale parameters are constant, implying that returns are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables. The Gaussian distribution was the first to be considered and the normality became one of the most important assumptions in the classical financial models, namely the Portfolio Theory, the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and the Black-Scholes' formula. The Gaussian hypothesis was not seriously questioned until the seminal papers of Mandelbrot (1963) and Fama (1965) were published. Since then, numerous studies have found that the empirical distribution of returns on financial assets exhibit fatter tails and are more peaked around the center than would be predicted by a Gaussian distribution. Thus, alternative distributions possessing such characteristics have been proposed as models for the unconditional distribution of returns. Man- On the other hand, the conditional approach admits temporal dependencies in the returns series allowing the financial modeling based frequently on past information. Traditionally, serial dependence in time series has been modeled with ARMA (Autoregressive Moving Average) structures, as this class of models provides a good specification for the conditional mean. However, given the homoskedastic nature of the conditional distribution implicit in these models, they are unable to capture the volatility clustering that is common in financial asset returns.
As heteroskedasticity is a common characteristic of returns, and given the importance of predicting volatility in many asset-pricing and portfolio management problems, different solutions for conditional modeling of returns have been proposed in the literature. As the high-frequency financial data exhibits volatility clustering, i. e., large (small) price changes tend to be followed by large (small) changes of either sign (Mandelbrot 1963) , the most popular one is the class of Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (ARCH) models originally introduced by Engle (1982) and latter Generalized (GARCH) by Bollerslev (1986) , possibly in combination with an ARMA specification for the mean equation, referred to as an ARMA-GARCH model.
In its standard form GARCH models assume that the conditional distribution of assets returns is Gaussian. However, for many financial time series, this model specification does not adequately account for leptokurtosis. Thus, several non-Normal alternative distributions have been proposed. Bollerslev (1987) suggests using the Student's t distribution. Nelson (1991) proposed the GED, the Laplace distribution has been employed in Granger and Ding (1995) and Hsieh (1989) used both Student's t and GED as distributional alternative models for innovations. The stable Paretian distributions have been also investigated by Liu and Brorsen (1995) , Panorska et al. (1995) and Mittnik et al. (1998 Mittnik et al. ( , 2003 .
In this paper we examine the conditional distribution of daily returns in the US, the German and the Portuguese equity markets, comparing the stable Paretian distribution to the Gaussian and the Student's t distributions for innovations. The Portuguese market is smaller, more recent and less liq-uid. The German market is representative of intermediary markets, with a longer history but its role on the economy is lower than typical Anglosaxon capital markets. Finally, these markets were compared with the American market, the most liquid and one of the oldest in the World.
The paper is organized as follows. Next section provides a brief description of the GARCH model with Normal, Student's t and stable Paretian innovations. Section 3 describes the returns and presents some preliminary findings. Section 4 discusses the estimation results and compares the goodness-of-fit of the three conditional distributions. Section 5 presents the out-of-sample evaluation results and the final section summarizes our concluding remarks.
The models
As it was referred before, ARMA models can be used to explain the conditional mean of the process based on past realizations:
where u t is a white noise process and r t is return at time t.
GARCH models are commonly used to capture the volatility clusters of returns and express the conditional variance as a linear function of past information, allowing the conditional heteroskedasticity of returns. In its standard version, GARCH models are assumed to be driven by normally distributed innovations (Bollerslev, 1986) :
where σ 2 t , the scale parameter, represents the conditional variance of the process at time t, u t = ε t σ t and
In addition to the normal GARCH model, we also consider two other 
where σ t is the scale parameter of the process at time t, u t = σ t ε t , and (2000), whereby
is the characteristic function.
The distribution is symmetric about the zero location parameter if β = 0 and the characteristic exponent α determines the total probability in the extreme tails of the distribution. When α = 2, the underlying stable Paretian distribution is the Normal distribution: N (0; 2), with finite moments of all orders. As α decreases from 2 to 0, the tail areas of the stable distribution become increasingly fatter than the Normal. For α < 2, the s th absolute moment exists only for s < α and, except for the Normal case, the stable Paretian distribution has infinite variance. Thus, the analog of the variance in this kind of distributions is the scale parameter σ t . In this paper we assume that α > 1, the necessary condition for the existence of the mean.
The S α,β GARCH (r, s) process defined by (1) and (3) 
If V s is strictly less than one, this implies a conditional volatility equation where the impact of a shock dies out over time. If V S = 1, analogous to the ordinary normal GARCH model, we say that r t is an inte-grated S α,β GARCH (r, s) process, denoted by S α,β IGARCH (r, s), which implies non-decaying effects of shocks on the conditional volatility (Engle and Bollerslev 1986 ). In practice, the estimated volatility persistence,V S , tends to be quite close to one for highly volatile series and the integrated model might offer a reasonable data description.
Statistical properties of returns
The data consists of daily closing prices of DJIA, DAX and PSI20 indexes, which are main market indexes for the US, German and Portuguese equity markets. These series cover the period from December 31, 1992 to December Jarque-Bera test also clearly rejects the null hypothesis of normality. According to the Ljung-Box statistic for returns, there is no relevant autocorrelation for the DAX and the DJIA indexes. For PSI20, however, returns have statistically significant first order autocorrelation, which can be removed by fitting an autoregressive AR(1) model to this series. The successive returns correlation must be due to the market thinness and nonsynchronous trading that is common in many small capital markets.
Even though the series of returns seems to be serially uncorrelated over time, the Ljung-Box statistic for up to tenth order serial correlation of squared returns is highly significant at any level for the three stock in-dexes, suggesting the presence of strong nonlinear dependence in the data.
As non-linear dependence and heavy-tailed unconditional distributions are characteristic of conditionally heteroskedastic data, the Lagrange Multiplier test (Engle, 1982) can be used to formally test the presence of conditional heteroskedasticity and the evidence of ARCH effects. The LM test for a first-order linear ARCH effect (in the last row of table 1) suggests that all stock indexes' returns exhibit ARCH effects, implying that nonlinearities must enter through the variance of the processes (Hsieh, 1989) . Such behavior can be captured by incorporating ARCH or GARCH structures in the model, allowing conditional heteroskedasticity by conditioning the volatility of the process on past information. In the next section we use ARMA-GARCH models to describe the conditional distribution of returns.
Modeling the empirical distribution of returns
In order to evaluate in-sample and out-of-sample results, the data sample is divided in two parts. One part is used for the in-sample models' estimation; the other part is for the models' performance out-of-sample evaluation. We found that a GARCH(1,1) specification was adequate to capture the correlation in the squared returns.
The parameters were jointly estimated using conditional ML 1 , and it was assumed that the scaled innovations, u t , are either Normal, Student's t and stable Paretian and σ t satisfies GARCH recursions (2) and (3), respectively.
As there is no analytical expression for the stable Paretian density, the ML estimation is approximate once the density function needs to be approxi- 
where log L θ is the maximum log-likelihood value, n is the number of observations and k is the number of parameters. The distribution with a lower value for these information criteria is judged to be preferable. These criteria are also recommended by Sin and White (1996) .
To evaluate the goodness-of-fit improvement when the conditional structure is adopted, first we compute the goodness-of-fit measures for the un- 5 Out-of-sample density forecasts
As we are testing non-Gaussian distributions for the underlying process of returns, we support the out-of-sample analysis in density forecasts (Poon and Granger, 2003) . Thus, rather predicting first and second moments as is common in the GARCH literature, we focus on density predictions and the overall density forecasting performance of competing models can be compared by evaluating their conditional densities at the future observed values (Mittnik and Paolella, 2003) :
wheref t+1|t (·) is the one-step-ahead density forecast,θ t refers to the estimated parameters based on the sample information up to and including period t and σ t+1 results from (2) and (3) by usingθ t . We re-estimate (via ML estimation) the model parameters at each step, as is common in actual applications. Thus, 1258, 1274 and 1291 observations are used for DJIA, DAX and PSI20 out-of-sample density forecasts evaluation, respectively. A model will fare well in the comparison among competing models if realization r t+1 is near the mode off t+1|t (r t+1 ) and if the mode of the conditional density is more peaked (Mittnik and Paolella, 2003) . Table 5 presents the means, standard deviations and medians of the estimated density valuesf t+1|t (r t+1 ). For all the three stock market indexes (except for DAX when the median is considered) the best performance is achieved by the Student's t distribution when both central tendency measures are used. Notice that this is contrary to the model selection based on the goodness-of-fit measures where the stable Paretian distribution had better in-sample performance to describe returns data.
Conclusions
In this paper we have discussed alternative unconditional and conditional distributional models for the daily returns of DJIA, DAX and PSI20 stock market indexes considering AR-GARCH models driven by Normal, Student's t and stable Paretian distributed innovations. The behavior of returns has the common characteristics of high-frequency financial time series. First, they exhibit a considerable level of excess kurtosis. Second, nevertheless the small autocorrelation of returns, the serial dependence in the square returns is clearly not rejected pointing towards the existence of volatility clusters. Finally, the volatility of returns tends to be highly persistent.
When compared to their unconditional counterparts, the improvement in fit obtained by the conditional models is substantial for each distribution and for all the three stock market indexes.
By contrast with the unconditional case, where the Student's t achieves the best fit for DAX and PSI20 returns, the stable Paretian distribution achieves the largest likelihood value modeling all the three conditional distributions of returns, despite the small difference for the Student's t. However, in the out-of-sample analysis the best performance is also achieved by
